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FOREWORD

There is no doubt that 2020 will
be remembered for years to come.
The emergence of COVID-19 gave
us some of the most uncertain
times any of us will have ever
experienced.
In many areas of life, the nation ground to a
halt in March/April, with all non-essential work
placed on hold, including construction and major
infrastructure projects. Despite so many things
having to stop, education and activity around
safe digging continued. Indeed, it’s heartening
to see the real progress made during this time.
If someone had told me that they thought
we’d subsequently go on to beat the record for
numbers of searches in a day, week, month and
year in late March, I’d have given them very good
odds indeed!
The level of understanding has improved, with
more asset owners than ever recognising the
benefits of joining our central portal. In fact, we
welcomed 11 new Members last year, something
which also looked a very long way off in March.
Today the LSBUD system now provides access
to almost over 60 percent of the UK’s utility
infrastructure in one central location. This is
significant progress.
In addition to this, we experienced a record

About LSBUD
LSBUD is the UK’s leading online safe
digging resource, providing the location
of underground assets and infrastructure
across the breadth of the country. Anyone can use
the collaborative portal to check their works against
the utility networks of more than 95 asset owners.
The system hosts over one million kilometres of
underground and overhead pipes and cables in
the electricity, gas, high pressure fuel, water and
fibre optic networks. It also processes over 3 million
enquiries per annum - that’s more than one every
10 seconds.
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number of searches through our service. This
shows that our safe digging message is continuing
to get through; the general public and those
responsible for digging on site, aren’t now just
more aware of the need to stay safe and avoid
underground pipes and cables but are actually
taking the necessary action. In fact, 77 percent of
all excavation work that took place in 2020 was
preceded by a search on our collaborative portal.
Searching before digging has become second
nature for the significant majority. A landmark
moment.
When you consider these figures and the growth
and improvement the safe digging industry
has experienced over the last 12 months, it is
particularly disappointing that the Geospatial
Commission has chosen to ignore the facts and
distorted the narrative, proclaiming the utility
sector to be a disjointed community that lacks
any existing service and the collaborative spirit
required to make it work. When you look at the
level of coverage and the number of searches
taking place this clearly isn’t true. We hope that
this message gets through and a pragmatic
approach prevails in 2021. The approach the
Commission is deliberately taking by not building
on an industry success story but instead wasting
millions of pounds of taxpayer’s money reinventing the wheel makes no sense. It goes
against this government’s principles, especially
during these challenging economic times.

For those construction companies, contractors
and individuals doing the digging, the service
quickly and effectively provides network information
about LSBUD’s Members’ assets, allowing excavation
works to begin without delay and be carried
out safely.
For Members (asset owners), the collaborative portal
helps protect their underground infrastructure by
increasing third parties’ knowledge and location
of their assets. This encourages safer working
environments and reduces asset strikes, increasing
the resilience of networks and protecting the service
provided to customers.
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There are many areas that do need Government
support, so we implore it to focus on addressing the
challenges that will make a positive difference.
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During 2021 we also want to see the ‘Search Before
You Dig’ message, which we’ve championed for
many years, continue to be reinforced. This is
crucial if we are going to further reduce injuries and
fatalities due to asset strikes and prevent damage
to utility networks. Furthermore, it will be more
important than ever given the large volume of
construction projects expected to take place in
2021 and beyond, as the Government turns to large
scale infrastructure in a bid to kick start an economic
recovery meeting the needs of digitalisation and decarbonisation.
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Help your customers in the best way possible by
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We’ve come so far, but let’s not stop now. If all
those not currently sharing their data, and those
not searching on our portal before a spade or
digger bucket hits the ground, can be encouraged
to do the right thing, we can keep our nation’s
infrastructure and our workers safe.

Richard Broome
Managing Director
LSBUD

Members registered with the service range
from leading utility operators such as National
Grid, UK Power Networks, Western Power Distribution
and SGN to fuel suppliers like BP, Esso and Shell
and telecoms providers including Zayo and Gigaclear.
In 2020, LSBUD welcomed 11 new Members,
including Jurassic Fibre, SSE Renewables, Gas
Networks Ireland and Portsmouth Water.
LSBUD’s goal remains clear: encourage all
UK asset owners to make their asset
information available via its collaborative
service, keeping assets and workers safe
in the process.

Methodology
The report draws on data from several sources, the main
one being LSBUD’s own records of the 3 million searches
conducted through its portal between January and
December 2020.
It features data provided by the Health & Safety Executive
(HSE), based on an information request for the number
of underground electrical cable or gas pipeline strikes
reported in 2020. It also references research by the Energy
Networks Association (ENA) that looks at safe digging
practices within the construction sector.
Finally the report carries information and content
from the latest Utility Strike Avoidance Group’s (USAG)
Damages Report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Performing a search on the LSBUD service before undertaking
any digging work has been firmly established as standard
practice among construction workers and contractors and is
increasingly being adopted by the general public too.
In 2020, more than 3 million enquiries were
made for projects involving excavation; a
search passed through the service every
ten seconds.

searches. Searches by private individuals
continued to surge, as awareness amongst
UK consumers and the general public
continues to increase.

Given the impact of COVID-19 on every
aspect of life in 2020, it is no surprise to see
that search enquiries for future projects
were significantly up - by 35 percent. This
highlights the fact that many people were
forced into preparation mode, planning for
the ‘digging boom’, when restrictions ease
and the Government looks to kick start the
UK’s economy through investment in large
scale infrastructure projects.

Yet again the water sector remains most
vulnerable to asset strikes. Just 15 percent
of asset owners from the water industry
subscribe to and therefore share their
information via the LSBUD portal, which
makes for bleak reading when compared to
the gas and electricity sectors which boast
80 and 70 percent representation on the
portal respectively.

What’s also apparent is that the country’s
underground pipes and cables have never
been more visible, with more than 90
asset owners now registered on LSBUD.
Couple this with the fact that performing
a search for pipes and cables is now the
default for the majority of people, and
it’s fair to say that the UK’s networks
and workers have never been safer. The
Geospatial Commission’s assertions that the
safe digging industry is disjointed, is not
collaborating and needs another solution
are totally unfounded.
As has been the case over the last few
years, the majority of digging work is
done on behalf of the telecoms sector,
closely followed by the water industry.
Interestingly, both saw their overall
share of total searches increase in 2020,
after a few years in decline, with them
collectively making up 63 percent of all
4. Digging Up Britain 2021

The number of farmers searching via
LSBUD increased by 63 percent, with
awareness of safe digging practices
growing rapidly amongst this audience.
In addition, following the wet Autumn we
experienced in 2019 many farmers used
LSBUD to check before digging more
ditches and establishing better drainage to
reduce the likelihood of flooding in 2020
and beyond.
Although we now have the picture around
how much activity is happening safely and
by whom, the data on unsafe behaviour is
less clear. We still collectively have work to
do to get a proper sense of the damage to
our utility networks and individuals
as a result of asset strikes.
Data from USAG’s ‘Damages Report’
suggests that strikes peak in July.
Tuesdays saw the most strikes, with a
gradual tail off towards the end of the

Yet again the
water sector
remains most
vulnerable to
asset strikes
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week and weekend. Time-wise,10am-1pm
is when most strikes occur, though in
terms of seriousness of strike, works taking
place in the early hours of the morning
represent the highest severity.

Indeed, with a major surge in excavation
set to take place on the back of the
infrastructure boom, the message to the
safe digging industry is:

Subscribe

The USAG data provides a fascinating
insight, however, it is only based on limited
data. Until network operators fully share
their data on damages, the picture will
remain patchy and the level of strikes
understated.

Every utility company and asset
owner subscribe

Equally, while figures from the HSE on
gas and electricity safety-related incidents
suggests the number of gas accidents
has continued to fall sharply, we cannot
be sure that all incidents are being
consistently shared with the HSE.
We’d like to see progress in this area
in 2021.

Search

Share
Every utility company and
contractor, consistently share
details when incidents happen
Everyone search before you dig
If we all do these three things, strike
incidents will be minimised, and when
they do happen, we will have a much
better understanding of why, so that
they can be prevented in the future.
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LSBUD search numbers 2013 to 2020
4 million
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I

PLANNING FOR
A ‘DIGGING BOOM’

In 2020, LSBUD’s collaborative portal registered a record
number of underground asset search enquiries, with
3,078,670 (3.08 million) being placed over the 12 month
period. This is a nine percent increase on 2019, and 73 percent
up on just four years ago, signifying a strong improvement
amongst those responsible for digging works with an
increased awareness of the benefits that searching brings.
This means that every 10 seconds someone
in the UK is placing a search on the LSBUD
system. When you consider that most
searching will be performed during the
‘average’ working day (9am-5pm), you can
presume that a search is taking place every
3-4 seconds during this time.
To put that in perspective, this is more
often than we blink.
Within this record-breaking number,
904,120 searches were performed under
the ‘initial enquiry’ category, making up
a significant 29 percent of all requests in
2020. In fact, this search type was up by
235,334 on the previous year alone – a 35
percent increase.
What this shows is that during the
pandemic and ensuing lockdowns, there
was a transition from active projects into
preparation mode, likely in a bid to adapt
to the uncertain times. Companies clearly
wanted to be ready when lockdown
restrictions lifted, and work could get
underway again.
Further to this, the UK Government has

made it clear that investment in large
scale infrastructure projects will be key to
kickstarting an economic recovery. With
more projects available for tender and
with more onsite activity set to take place
over the coming months, there is an even
greater need for multiple parties to know
what is beneath the ground. This trend of
‘initial enquiries’ suggests industries poised
for the ramped-up activity.

29 percent of
all searches
in 2020 were
categorised as
‘initial enquiries’
as the UK
prepares for a
‘digging boom’

This shift towards ‘preparing for the digging
boom’ is further supported by the fact
that in 2020 the LSBUD system recorded
fewer ‘emergency enquiries’ than it did
in 2019. This highlights that there was
greater planning around each project, with
workers and private individuals able to use
the extra time lockdown provided to their
advantage, offering a better understanding
of what is beneath them on site than
ever before. In 2019, we saw emergency
searches increase by 59 percent, making up
eight percent of all searches. Over the last
twelve months this figure has decreased by
17 percent, now only accounting for just
over six percent of all search activity.
The industry’s annual review by LSBUD 7.

2

STATE OF
THE INDUSTRY
In last year’s report we discussed how safe digging had reached
a ‘tipping point’, with more people than ever searching before
they dig, and more asset owners sharing their networks in a
collaborative way to protect the country’s infrastructure and
keep workers safe.
In 2020 it is safe to say that things have
taken a step forward, with searching
for underground pipes and cables now
standard procedure for the majority of
those responsible for digging. In addition,
the UK’s infrastructure has never been more
visible, and the knowledge surrounding the
importance of asset searching continues to
grow.
As an industry we estimate that in the
UK there are approximately four million
excavation projects taking place every
year. With more than three million of these

being researched on the LSBUD portal
before a spade or digger bucket hits the
ground, we can comfortably state that 77
percent of all digging activities that took
place in 2020 were preceded by a LSBUD
search. This is a six percent increase from
2019, showing that the education around
safe digging is working.
Whilst this is hugely positive, there is
certainly still room for improvement, with
23 percent of works taking place with
very limited prior knowledge of what is
beneath the ground. In addition, the level

During 2020 we have
moved passed the
‘tipping point’ to
searching becoming
second nature to those
responsible
for digging
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and volume of infrastructure work is likely
to jump significantly as the Government
looks to kickstart the economy postCOVID. Indeed, due to the major uptick in
activity we’re predicting that the number
of excavation projects in the UK could
increase by up to 20%. With this in mind,
we all need to ensure that our safe digging
procedures remain in place and our
education continues to spread, keeping our
networks and workers safe, no matter the
volume of work.
This is especially true given the huge and
diverse range of groundwork activity taking
place in the UK, ranging from superfast
gigabit broadband and 5G rollouts and
farm diversification, through to the need
for electric vehicle charging points, more
housing and the water sector’s focus on
resilience and repair due to PR19.

In addition to the increasing number of
searches passing through LSBUD’s portal,
the number of asset owners making their
information available has also risen. More
than 95 Members are now signed up to the
service, with Jurassic Fibre, SSE Renewables,
Gas Networks Ireland and Portsmouth
Water, just some of the asset owners
joining the system in the last 12 months,
with more due to go live imminently.
With this surge in Members comes more
utility infrastructure being covered by
LSBUD. Of the 1.5 million kilometres of
underground assets in the UK, over 1
million kilometres are registered with, and
protected by LSBUD – up from 800,000
in 2019. Most asset owners in the UK
understand the benefits a collaborative
portal can have when it comes to
protecting their networks.

77 percent of
all digging
activities that
took place
in 2020 were
preceded by a
LSBUD search
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THE SEARCHES

a. Where is the Digging
Coming From?
Telecoms
For the first time since the creation of
The Digging Up Britain report, searches
by telecoms companies have reached
more than one million. In 2020, telecoms
operators and their contractors were
responsible for 1,125,843 searches, up
24 percent on the previous year. In fact,
the growth was so marked that telecoms
searches now account for 36 percent of all
searches made.
It is interesting that the telecoms sector’s
portion of the pie has increased during
2020, after three years in decline. This is
likely due to the Government’s £5 billion
strategy (in addition to the £30 billion
funded by private industry) to deliver next
generation, gigabit-capable broadband
to the entire country. In fact, the UK
Gigabit Programme has outlined plans to
connect one million properties to gigabit
broadband and maximise coverage in the
hardest to reach 20 percent of the country
by 2025. Homes and businesses that do not
yet have access to superfast broadband
will see speeds rocket from less than 30
megabits per second to more than 1,000
megabits, or one gigabit, per second.
In addition, 5G mobile telecoms networks
are continuing to be rolled out across
the UK, in the hope that they boost
connectivity and economic growth. More
rollout, more digging work.

Water
2020 also saw a significant rise in the
number of searches being performed on
the LSBUD system by those operating
10. Digging Up Britain 2021

on behalf of the water industry. 825,322
requests were recorded in 2020, a 39
percent increase on the previous year.
This activity makes up 27 percent of total
requests, which is six percent up on 2019.
The pressure from Ofwat’s most recent
price review, PR19, is having a marked
impact on planning and preparing for
digging work. Asset resilience has been
a key focus for Ofwat, treating any asset
failures caused by third parties in the same
way as any other failure of the company’s
assets or unplanned interruptions, and
the financial penalties that result from
customer lost minutes can be considerable.
With this regulatory stance likely to harden
over the next few years, the volume of
searches by water professionals and their
contractors is likely to increase further in
future years.

Private Individuals
Historically, private individuals have been
the biggest movers in terms of number
of searches. In 2019 they recorded a 10
percent increase and last year, the numbers
surged again, with 126,246 search enquiries
being registered on the system. This is a
nine percent increase on the previous year,
and a 97 percent rise on just four years ago.
Whilst we might not have seen the same
level of increase as the telecoms and water
industries, this was a big enough rise for
private individuals’ share of total searches
to remain at four percent for a second year.
Clearly homeowners and consumers are
continuing to become better educated
about the risk of underground pipes
and cables.

The numbers
surged again,
with 126,246
search enquiries
being registered
on the system
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Enquiries by Sector
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The LSBUD portal received 34 percent
more requests for domestic works
than the previous year, and a huge
332 percent increase on 2017

b. The Category of Work
The collaborative LSBUD system not only
shows who is carrying out the work, but
also the type of work taking place.

Utility Works
As we have seen in previous editions
of the Digging Up Britain report, utility
works usually top the list and 2020 is no
exception. Across the year, the LSBUD
portal recorded more than 2.23 million
(2,233,573) searches pertaining to
utility works, a three percent rise on the
previous year. These numbers are perhaps
unsurprising given that the telecoms and
water sectors were responsible for the most
searches.

Highways
Searching as part of highways projects
had historically seen a significant year-onyear rise, however, in 2020 the number
of enquiries fell by 12 percent to 369,138.
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Activities which particularly dropped in
2020 included street furniture, resurfacing
work and linear projects.
This decrease is likely down to the year’s
COVID-19 restrictions and the impact
the pandemic had on non-essential
work, especially towards the start of the
year. As normality returns in some form,
and the Government looks to boost the
UK economy with major infrastructure
spending, we expect highways projects to
feature prominently again.

Domestic Works
Given the amount of time we have all
been spending in our homes thanks to
COVID-19, it’s no surprise that search
enquiries for domestic works rose in 2020.
In fact, the LSBUD portal received 34
percent more requests in this area than
the previous year, and a huge 332 percent
increase on 2017.
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People had plenty of time and reasons in
2020, not least the working from home
phenomenon, to see where their homes
could be improved. Couple this with the
fact that with very little travel and social
activity some sectors of the population
had more cash to spend, so it’s easy to
see how improving where they live (and
increasingly work), was the perfect solution.
The work included repairing driveways,
building conservatories and extensions.
The emphasis people placed on their
gardens during lockdown is also played out
in the figures with putting in new fencing,
building sheds and planting trees and
plants all featuring significantly as searches.

Agriculture
Agricultural work was another big
mover in 2020, surging by 63 percent
in just the last 12 months. This is in part
due to the growing willingness of farmers
and others in the agriculture sector to

search before digging.
Part of the effect is likely to be the
environmental stewardship grants
currently available to farmers for tree
planting, hedging and the like, as well as
for other projects such as buildings and
resurfacing gateways and tracks. Finally,
because of the incredibly wet Autumn
experienced in 2019, many farmers looked
at ways of sorting out their wet fields in
2020 by performing more ditching and
drainage work.

Searches for
highways
projects fell by
12 percent in
2020 to 369,138

With so much additional activity
on agricultural land and so much
infrastructure crossing it, it’s good to note
that farmers appear to be increasingly on
board with the message to search before
they dig. Even if they feel they ‘know their
fields like the back of their hands’, they
are still favouring a more precise and safe
approach when it comes to underground
pipes and cables.
The industry’s annual review by LSBUD 13.

One third of the nation’s utility
infrastructure is still unprotected
and very much exposed
to the risk of strikes
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WHERE IS STILL VULNERABLE?
As it currently stands, more than 95 asset owners in the UK are
LSBUD Members. This means that of the 1.5 million kilometres
of utility networks in Great Britain, 1 million kilometres are safer
due to LSBUD.
This leaves one third of the nation’s utility infrastructure still
unprotected and very much exposed to the risk of strikes.
So, which parts of the country and utility
network are most vulnerable?

Gas
The gas sector continues to be the
most represented in terms of coverage
and protection through the LSBUD
system. In fact, 80 percent of the UK’s
gas networks are Members.
This can in part be put down to
asset owners in the gas sector fully
appreciating the health and safety
implications of someone striking a gas
pipeline. The hazardous nature of gas
means that asset owners have to be
much more proactive in protecting
their networks, and therefore stopping
strikes from happening.

Area at highest risk of strikes
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Water
Over the last 12 months the new Members we
welcomed to the service included Portsmouth
Water. This means 15 percent (up from 10 percent)
of the UK’s water networks are now visible to
those wanting to perform any kind of digging
or excavation work. Whilst this is progress, it is
certainly slow going.

Area at highest risk
of strikes

Currently, the water industry is the least proactive
in terms of asset owners sharing their data. It
has the most kilometres of network at constant
risk of being hit, with around 350,000 kilometres
unprotected.
Given the challenge introduced by Ofwat and
PR19 to reduce leakages by 17 percent and the
fact that third party damages are classified as the
asset owner’s responsibility, you would expect
strong uptake for a central system which prevents
needless damage, reducing interruptions to supply
and potential regulatory penalties. However,
perhaps as hitting a water pipe is perceived as
less of a health and safety risk than striking gas or
fuel pipelines, further work needs to be done to
demonstrate to water network owners the real
benefits and need for change.

Electricity
More than 70 percent of the UK’s underground
electricity infrastructure is registered on the LSBUD
portal. This means that the majority of the country’s
networks is covered and visible to those doing
the digging, however it does still leave 30 percent
currently unaccounted for.
Currently it is those digging in North Wales,
Southern Scotland and North East England that are
at a real risk of hitting the unregistered cables.
We continue to work with the few remaining asset
owners to provide their information and benefit
from having greater protection, helping all those
doing the digging to do so safely.
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Area at highest risk
of strikes

As the country becomes more
reliant on superfast gigabit
delivery the need to protect
broadband networks from asset
strikes will become ever
more important

Other
It is not just gas, electricity and water networks that
people need to pay attention to, but also:

•
•
•

Other LSBUD
networks protected

High pressure fuel pipelines
Fibre optic networks
District heating networks

Over the last 12 months there has been a
considerable increase in the number of ‘other’ assets
being registered on the portal, in part down to the
increased push for better broadband capabilities
across the country and in rural areas. The majority of
growth was in the South of the country, mainly in and
around London. As the country becomes more reliant
on superfast gigabit delivery the need to protect
these networks from ‘strikes’ will become ever more
important.
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SUCCESS IN ACTION
Given that the water industry
is responsible for a large
proportion of underground
assets and is at present by
far the slowest to reap the
benefits of sharing asset
information and being part of
the safe digging community,
it is worth hearing from
Portsmouth Water on its
experience of the collaborative
portal after just one year.
Portsmouth Water supplies high-quality
drinking water to Portsmouth and the
surrounding area, reaching a domestic
population exceeding 698,000, as well as
many important industries, large defence
establishments and a wide range of
commercial businesses.
An important part of Portsmouth Water’s
day-to-day operations includes protecting
its pipelines from accidental damage, by
telling people who might be digging in
the area where its underground pipes
18. Digging Up Britain 2021

are. Historically, it had only been able to
respond to such asset location enquiries
manually, which took a lot of time and
resources. Portsmouth Water wanted
to upgrade to an online solution that
would provide third parties with a rapid,
hassle-free way of getting the information
they needed on the location of its asset
network, before any digging started.
Senior decision-makers at Portsmouth
Water had seen the LSBUD service used to
good effect by utility asset owners in other
industries, such as SGN as the regional gas
network (GDN) and SSE as the regional
electricity network (DNO). The water
company realised that it was missing a trick
by not making its asset location data more
widely available. Portsmouth Water knew
that by registering its assets, the company
would be doing all it could to protect its
underground network and keep workers
safe in the process. And so, Portsmouth
Water started working with LSBUD
in April 2020.
The switch has been transformative both
in terms of the number of searches the
company receives and the speed with

Portsmouth
Water has seen
the visibility of its
network improve
by 2,000 percent
and the time it
takes to respond
to asset location
requests drop
from days to
minutes thanks
to LSBUD.
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Mary Horsted, Network Planning
& Administration Supervisor, Portsmouth Water:
“We’re delighted with the way that LSBUD has transformed
our whole process of managing asset data requests. We now
have a faster and more reactive solution that gives utilities, developers
and local authorities unrivalled access to our asset data online, whilst
at the same time, protecting our intellectual property rights. Most importantly,
in making our data more widely available, we are dramatically reducing
the likelihood of asset strikes helping everyone to work more safely and
efficiently, leaving us more time to do what we do best – managing our
network on behalf of our customers.”

which the company handles them. As
an example, between early April and the
middle of June 2020, Portsmouth Water
responded to over 4,500 third party asset
mapping requests. Pre-LSBUD, Portsmouth
Water averaged 2,500 search enquires per
annum. The impact of LSBUD is clear to see,
with Portsmouth Water receiving nearly
double its yearly search enquiries in
just 10 weeks.
Further to this, in September 2020 alone,
Portsmouth Water registered over 4,000
mapping requests, nearly double the
number of searches that it received
the previous year. These numbers are
even more impressive given the impact
COVID-19 has had on the UK’s economy
and the construction industry, with

much-reduced work taking place.
In addition to improved search numbers,
Portsmouth Water has been able to slash its
average response time from up to ten days,
to now just under four minutes.
Further to the benefits it has already seen,
Portsmouth Water predicts that the LSBUD
service will materially support the drive
to reduce leakage, allowing it to meet
the PR19 requirements introduced by
Ofwat. Despite having one of the lowest
rates of leakage in the country, with rapid
responses to asset data requests coupled
with a dramatic reduction in the likelihood
of third party damage to its pipelines,
Portsmouth Water will strive to stay at the
forefront of leakage performance in the
water industry.
The industry’s annual review by LSBUD 19.

Non-Members
miss out on vast numbers
of searches. Anyone looking
to gauge their own ‘safety
gap’ should contact LSBUD.
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MAKING DATA AVAILABLE
a. Missing Out
Using the LSBUD data, we can see the
‘safety gap’ between LSBUD Members and
non-Members, in the form of searches not
being received. Given that any searches
missed i.e. of which you are not aware, will
likely have a direct impact on the number
of asset strikes suffered, this is something
asset owners need to pay attention to.
By analysing the difference in search
enquires of established LSBUD Member

SGN and new Member, Portsmouth Water,
before and after joining the portal, we can
deduce the ‘safety gap’ disparity.
The before and after figures prove that
non-Members miss out on vast numbers
of searches. Anyone looking to gauge their
own ‘safety gap’ should contact LSBUD.
The company provides a free of charge
evaluation of a non-Member’s region or
area to showcase the ‘safety gap’ disparity
first hand.

Any searches
missed i.e. of
which you are
not aware, will
likely have a
direct impact
on the number
of asset strikes
suffered

Searches pre- and during
LSBUD membership
Searches before joining LSBUD
Searches after joining LSBUD

b. Pinpointing Potential
Pain Points
In last year’s Digging Up Britain report we
drew on data from USAG’s 2018 ‘Damages
Report’ to help identify trends within the
safe digging industry. The aim was to
highlight key areas in need of attention and
encourage those responsible for excavation
work to factor these into future plans. This
introduction was very successful, so for
this edition we are utilising the latest USAG

‘Damages Report’. This data will help asset
owners better predict when and where
strikes are likely to occur, and the type
of projects are the most likely to inflict
damage to our underground infrastructure.

When the Strikes Occur
According to the Report, which uses the
LSBUD system as its only source of data
indicating the volume of works being
undertaken, during summer months there
is a peak in strike activity, with July being
The industry’s annual review by LSBUD 21.

Strikes by month

the highest-volume month. This has been
the case since 2013 and has historically
been put down to longer working hours,
better weather and temporary workers
covering for holidays.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, with winter comes
a 30 percent reduction in strikes, likely due
to less light available in the working day to
undertake works and often poorer weather.
Fortunately in 2020 USAG welcomed an
improvement in the data quality it received,
with the vast majority of contributors now
reporting the day of the strike, providing
more credible information than ever before.
In terms of activity, Tuesdays saw the most
strikes, with a gradual tail off towards the
end of the week and weekend. This may
be explained with Mondays being spent
setting up the site ready for work, and
the end of the week being earmarked for
backfilling and closing down.
The quality of data allows us to be even
more granular in our approach, focusing

on time of day. The most reported strikes
take place in the morning, with spikes
between 10am and 1pm. In addition to
this, whilst the report suggests that the
most ‘high risk’ strikes took place at 12:00,
there was a much higher proportion in the
early hours – the ‘danger time’. Between
01:00 and 04:00 if there was a strike
reported it was more likely to be high risk.
This is due to the higher proportion of
emergency and unplanned work taking
place during this time period where access
to safety resources may not be as readily
available and ability to undertake standard
procedures may be compromised. By using
an online search portal, it means that you
don’t have to rely on someone at a utility
company coming back to you in the early
hours. This means risks don’t need to be
taken and corners cut, a simple search can
put the project back on track and make
‘danger time’ a thing of the past.

Where Strikes Occur
The data can also show us where strikes are

Strikes by day
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High

Strikes by time of day and severity
most likely to happen, with more than 78
percent of strikes taking place on footpaths
and carriageways. Given that this is where
most utilities are located with a far greater
volume of pipes and cables utilities, this is
unsurprising, but it does serve as a clear
reminder to asset owners.

The Causes
Knowing how an asset was damaged
provides valuable intelligence for proactive
asset owners looking to avoid damage to
their networks and to formulate part of
proper safe digging practices.
When looking at the equipment being
used at the time of a strike, hand tools,
mini-diggers and excavators represented
the highest numbers. This will most likely
be because they are used the most.

The presence of saws is concerning as
this suggests that any assets struck must
have been laid close to the surface. This is
something that should be considered every
time an operative uses that equipment as
many would not expect assets to be that
shallow. It is also a very important area for
asset owners to consider when installing
new infrastructure, particularly those
involved in the broadband rollout.
These insights are valuable, but they
are based on limited data, because not
everyone is reporting strikes. The more
data provided on why asset strikes occur,
the more trends and patterns that emerge,
highlighting areas that can be worked
on. We urge utility network operators and
contractors to significantly improve their
reporting performance.

Strikes by equipment used

7

2
7

Other/Not
Recorded

2

Roller
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THE IMPORTANCE
OF REPORTING
DAMAGES

There tend to be four reasons why utility network operators and
contractors are not willing to share their data on damages:

•
•
•
•

The data is not recorded well enough
It is not in a format that can be shared
easily
They don’t see or understand the value
in sharing it
They worry about the internal and
external criticism they might receive

Whatever the reason, it means we don’t
have anywhere near enough clarity on
what is going on, both on a sector by
sector or regional basis. We miss out on
vital information that can help minimise
current incidents and protect networks and
people in the future.
The data that asset owners can provide by
systematically reporting damage to their
network is not just limited to ‘what’ has
been hit, but also ‘how,’ ‘where’ it is located
and ‘when’ the damage occurred. All of
this is crucial in forming a more rounded
analysis of the situation.
However, the most important piece of data
that reporting provides is ‘why’ the event
happened. If the cause is known, solutions
and measures can be put in place to
minimise or eradicate it further down
the line, not just for the utility network or
24. Digging Up Britain 2021

contractor in question, but for all asset
owners. Even if it is not known, the other
details can help model solutions without it.
By failing to report damages, all
stakeholders are holding the industry back.
They are preventing such learning from
taking place. As a result, money is wasted
repairing damaged assets and lives are
risked.
Historically, the Government’s position is
that the industry should drive best practice.
It has resisted forcing new behaviours,
believing that it is better to focus more on
removing red tape than creating the law.
The time has come for a higher power to
start holding people to account, ensuring
reporting happens properly; an area where
the Geospatial Commission could make a
real difference.
Without this information, we are guessing
to a certain extent, and when people’s lives
and the health of the UK’s underground
networks are in the balance, this is simply
not good enough.
Every single strike is a critical source of
information to help protect people and
assets in the future.

By failing to
report damages,
all stakeholders
are holding the
industry back
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IMPACT OF STRIKES

H&S
Health and safety has to be the number
one priority when it comes to asset strikes.
The statistics that follow relate to those
who report incidents to the HSE. However,
as just discussed, we can’t be 100 percent
confident that everyone reports accurately
or every time, so the figures are likely to be
significantly understated.
In 2020 the HSE recorded 1,526 safetyrelated electrical incidents (ESQCR
incidents). Of these, 79 were reported as
injuries and none were fatalities.
The number of incidents increased slightly
on the previous 12 months, but this is likely
due to more terms being grouped together
under the safety-related umbrella. The HSE
now monitors for accidents associated with
‘underground cable/joint/link box’, ‘cable
damage’, ‘Incident in excavation’, as well as
‘tippers/hiabs/cranes/excavator/machinery’.
This additional rigour is fantastic for the
reporting of incidents and provides yet
more data to be used in protecting people
against incidents when digging.
Further to this, according to recent research
by the Energy Networks Association (ENA),
nearly a third of construction workers fail
to check for underground electricity cables
when digging on site. Despite knowing

there is a threat to life, those surveyed
listed the main reasons for not checking for
underground electricity cables are because
they don’t believe it’s their responsibility
(15%), or they don’t think they’ll dig deep
enough to hit anything (24%). Both of these
are incorrect (as noted by the USAG Report
analysis) and need further education.
The number of incidents reported to the
HSE involving pipeline strikes and the
escape of flammable substances liable
to cause harm under the requirements
of RIDDOR during 2019 is harder to
determine. Under RIDDOR, such incidents
would likely be reported as a ‘dangerous
occurrence’ (DO).

Nearly a third
of construction
workers fail
to check for
underground
electricity
cables when
digging on site

In respect of incidents ‘involving pipeline
strikes’, the most likely DO code ‘type’
selected by the duty-holder submitting the
notification would be DO type 21 ‘Damage
to or failure of a pipeline or ancillary
equipment’. Regarding incidents involving
‘the escape of flammable substances liable
to cause harm’, the most likely selections
could be either DO type 26 ‘Escape of
flammable liquids and gases - sudden,
unintentional and uncontrolled release’ or
DO type 27 ‘Accidental release or escape of
substances liable to cause harm’.
A search of HSE’s statistics for 2019/20
shows 132 DOs relating to type 21
The industry’s annual review by LSBUD 25.

Gas-related incidents
‘pipelines’ reported to HSE; 204 DOs relating
to type 26 ‘escape of flammable liquids
and gases’; and 826 relating to DO type 27
‘accidental release or escape of substance’.
By aggregating these figures, the total
number for gas-related incidents can
be placed at 1,162, which shows the
continued decline since 2013. This
correlates with more gas networks being
registered on LSBUD.

Financial
As a result of an asset strike, pipes and
cables need to be repaired, and the
indirect costs, such as worker ill-health,
traffic disruption, impact on the immediate
neighbourhood, loss of custom to local
businesses and so forth, all need to be
factored into that repair bill.
According to research by The University of
Birmingham, the true cost of an asset strike
is 29 times the direct cost; so for every
£1,000 of direct repair cost arising from a
utility strike the true cost is £29,000.
The regulatory financial penalties are
becoming increasingly severe, with focus
on customer complaints, connectivity,
26. Digging Up Britain 2021

and environmental damage all significant
factors.
One recent example of the scale of fines
was the £120 million issued to Thames
Water after its failure to tackle leakages
and its Board’s insufficient oversight
and control of the company’s leakage
performance, after an investigation by
Ofwat. Thames Water agreed to pay £65
million back to customers, on top of £55
million in automatic penalties for missing
the commitment it made to customers to
cut leaks.

Reputational
Alongside health and safety and financial
damage, asset strikes can also have a
significant impact on brand reputation.
It doesn’t matter who is responsible for
the strike, disruption to any service will
negatively impact customer perception,
and thanks to social media, a complaint
can quickly reach a mass audience and
potentially result in loss of customers.
Given that one dissatisfied customer is
likely to tell between nine to fifteen people
about their poor experience, stopping asset
strikes before they happen is imperative.
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FUTUREPROOFING
The LSBUD system is designed specifically
to keep networks, workers and the general
public safe in the present, but it is also
effective in doing so in the future. By using
the data correctly, the system can offer
utility companies unrivalled insights to
draw on moving forwards. With so much
large scale infrastructure set to ‘boom’ in
2021 and beyond, being able to predict
and identify ‘at risk’ areas before work
begins is going to be vital.

This data offers network operators more
scope than ever to protect their assets
and safeguard against accidents moving
forward. It also means that they can be
more in control of any works taking place
near their assets, prioritising where they
offer the necessary advice or support based
on historical evidence.
In short, the service is a proactive, risk
management and future planning tool.
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TO CONCLUDE
The figures included in this report
represent great progress despite the
turbulent year we have all had.
There are more searches passing through
the LSBUD portal than ever before and
with more than 90 asset owners realising
the benefits of a central, collaborative
system, the UK’s underground
infrastructure, and those working near
it, are better protected than ever.
Of course, we can’t be complacent. More
needs to be done, especially with a ‘digging
boom’ predicted in 2021 and beyond.
All the future project searches give a
strong indication of what’s to come and
let’s remember, this activity isn’t simply
going to be fuelled by the Government’s
infrastructure programmes; the public is
going to emerge from lockdown able to
spend any money saved over the last year,
on home improvements and garden work.
Faced with such a ramping up of
excavation activity, now is certainly not the

time for complacency.
That’s why we’d like to see the remaining
asset owners subscribe to the LSBUD portal
and start sharing their information more
readily. It’s only by collaborating with the
other utility companies to give all those
digging a full picture of what lies beneath
the ground, that needless strikes will be
minimised and accidents avoided.
We’d also urge all utility companies and
construction firms to properly share
data when assets are struck so that the
prevalence of incidents and importantly
their causes are properly understood.
Lastly, we call for those construction
companies, contractors, agricultural
industry players and homeowners who do
not currently perform a search, to always
do so.
The movement we have seen over the
course of 12 months is very positive, but
we can be better – if we all subscribe,
share, search.
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Follow us:
@LSBUD
www.linkedin.com/company/
linesearchbeforeudig
LinesearchbeforeUdig
Eliot Park Innovation Centre
Barling Way
Nuneaton
Warwickshire CV10 7RH
United Kingdom
T +44 845 437 7365
E: enquiries@lsbud.co.uk

LinesearchbeforeUdig (LSBUD) is a free to use online search service that
any individual can use to check their works against over 90 asset owners’
utility assets.

